DEC 12-2018 - PhD Final Defence of Flach Students: Angelo Anelli

December 13, 2018
PhD final defence of ELARACH Students: Angelo Anelli

OCT 31-2018 - PhD Final Defence of Flach Students: Aleksandra Gonzalez Klimow

October 31, 2018
PhD Final defence of ELARACH Students: Aleksandra Gonzalez Klimow and Shireen Alhalk.

OCT 3, 2018 - THE GRANTED SURVEY IS NOW AVAILABLE ON THE TOP RIGHT OF THIS PAGE.

The 3rd call final selection results 1st, 2nd and 3rd calls are now available.

3rd call updates results

3rd call updates results

SEPTEMBER 17, 2018: SAGA'S PROVIDING FOR THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA

We would like to inform all the ELARACH applications that the Ethical, Academic, and Cultural Executive Agency (EASA) updated its procedures for the processing of personal data in this context of the 'Maximising Potential Programme' and 'Brnoo Programme', which you can find under the following links:

http://www.saga.czechslovakia.de/ethics/academic_cultural.shtml

http://www.saga.czechslovakia.de/ethics/academic_cultural.shtml

Confidential information is defined as data that are related to the personal, economic or social circumstances of an individual, or are related to the personal, economic or social circumstances of an individual, or are related to the personal, economic or social circumstances of an individual, or are related to the personal, economic or social circumstances of an individual, or are related to the personal, economic or social circumstances of an individual, or are related to the personal, economic or social circumstances of an individual.
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